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Introducing the ‘Hans’ Dressing Table
A new Joined + Jointed design for smaller spaces

Joined + Jointed, the collective of contemporary furniture designers and artisans, have launched the 
‘Hans’ dressing table - a piece that manages to be compact and capacious, with the bonus of a generous 
mirror. Designed by Joined + Jointed Studio, it is the latest addition to the ‘Hans’ family – a collection 
characterised by pieces with a lively personality and plenty of visual interest.

The ‘Hans’ dressing table features two drawers for storage; each drawer front is set at a slight angle – 
providing an easy drawer pull for the user and adding visual dynamism to the piece. The table’s geometric 
exactness is counterbalanced by its slender round legs, each made from single lengths of turned solid 
walnut with small disc feet. The mirror is removable.

With a footprint of under a metre in width, the ‘Hans’ dressing table has been designed to fit into 
compact and contemporary interior spaces. The clever design provides ample function within a small 
piece of furniture.
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Samuel Chan, founder of Joined + Jointed, comments:

“Much of what we design comes from listening to our customers talking about what they want their 
home to do. More and more of us are living in smaller spaces, but at the same time we don’t want to 
compromise on the function, or indeed the emotion, that the space gives us. This ‘Hans’ design is a 
response to that. Dressing tables are usually seen as something of a luxury, and we want to make it 
possible to have that luxury even if your room is small.”

Product information:

Design:  ‘Hans’ Dressing Table
Designer:  Joined + Jointed Studio
Dimensions:  900W x 500D x 1250H mm  |  Table height 750mm
Retail Price:  £510 in walnut  (inc VAT)

www.joinedandjointed.com
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Founded in 2013 by award-winning furniture designer Samuel Chan, Joined + Jointed is a collective 
of celebrated designers and artisans brought together by a shared love of contemporary design and 
meticulous craft. Together they have created a collection of original, accessible and exclusive furniture 
pieces, including works by Wales & Wales and Simon Pengelly in the UK, as well as international 
designers Sean Yoo and Henrik Soerig. 
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